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PUMA King by Alexander McQueen Alexander McQueen football boots embodies the brand's craftsmanship and attention to detail,
but also in order to highlight the PUMA football boots class products with superior performance and innovation for the characteristics
of a long tradition. The combination of the two, and finally the achievements of the successful cooperation between rich history and
modern technology the perfect combination. The cross-border co-operation models will not be sold outright to the long-standing
support PUMA, football fans will be involved preparations for the 2014 Brazil World Cup favorites. 
CONVERSE Chuck Taylor All Star shoes do not note the Horse Appreciation 2014-02-24 21:04:14
Nearly Lunar Year of the Horse, the major brands competing to launch new footwear theme of Year of the Horse. CONVERSE have
taken advantage of a few days ago launched a Chuck Taylor All Star Horse do not note. Designers in this evergreen model as a
blueprint, adopting a similar black material covering horsehair shoes, lined in red satin material composition, and the inside of the
body of the shoe is loaded with a golden zipper for easy removal of more than dumping also adds a touch of luxury gas as the shoe. It
is reported that this shoe has landed major CONVERSE designated shops, you want to start with new shoes in the New Year with
friends may wish to look! 
Under Armour successfully renewed Curry to 2024 2015-09-17 10:32:08
Curry and UA had just finished this year's China Tour events, with Curry super popular, three cities have been ignited the explosion to
the atmosphere, so that today we still feel my heart a little excited. But the attendant problem is the library renewal, for such an
important thing, Curry himself and UA company very seriously, it is learned that the contract in addition to a lot of money in
endorsement fees, UA also for the library offer a stake in the company! The new contract will expire in 2024. In signing the same day
Curry said: "From the first day, UA give me the same feeling at home in the first two years, off the court we have achieved some
success, now more looking forward to the rest of the time become part of the brand story. "From conversations discourse, we can
see that perhaps UA library will speak to end his career. 
adidas originals snake skin pack new releases 2013-12-08 23:46:57 adidas Originals always possible novel new design perfectly
implanted into those shoes has become a classic, as the earliest animal pattern applied to brand sneaker on, this fall season, adidas
originals will introduce a Superstar, Enforce Mid and High Tech Super snake scales with leather, the whole fall and winter product to
create a stunning effect, although we are not unfamiliar animal elements, but three Species very texture of the python still perfect
interpretation of the three completely different shoes.
Superstar 
Offer Price 1280 RMB 
Enforce Mid 
Sale price 1680 RMB 
Tech Super 
Sale price 1080 RMB
First spotted rocket Yao Ming, perhaps the owner Leslie Alexander has a strong interest in China. Yesterday, according to foreign
reports, the Rockets owner Leslie Alexander has become one of the largest strategic investor Anta Chinese shoe companies,
Alexander the total investment amounted to approximately HK $ 234.5 million, these shares have lock-up period of about one year .
This is the beginning of the year after the purchase of his investment in the villa, another big investment in China in Beijing. It seems
the Rockets owner also wanted to rapid economic development in China to grab a slice. Because Shane Anta company's image on
behalf of Olympic competitors, so that Shane is likely to be discarded rockets. The Rockets also have $ 4 million per year of Olympic
sponsor companies to respond quickly to this, the company vice president Xu Zhihua said:. "If you really want to change the Rockets
Shane Battier go, then we have advertising contracts with the Rockets down heavy on" Xu Zhihua yesterday to Houston. 
Shane become a victim 
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